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In the early morning hours of 6 June 1944, Royal Air Force (RAF) Bomber Command, including 13 Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF) squadrons with No.6 Group, began the Allied invasion of Normandy. They attacked six coastal artillery batteries located from just south-east of Cherbourg to the east of the invasion zone near Caubourg. Called Operation Flashlamp, it was the largest RAF bomber operation of the war to date and it took the Lancaster and Halifax bombers about six hours to complete the mission. There was no pretence of precision as approximately 100 heavy bombers attacked each of these four-gun batteries with between 500 and 600 tons of munitions. Within two hours of Bomber Command’s departure, bombers from the United States Eighth and Ninth Air Forces were over their coastal targets. In some cases they added a second strike at some of the artillery positions that the RAF had just hit. With the ground troops moving to the shore, the 21st Army Group staff ordered the heavy bombers to shift inland, to attack the next set of targets: 14 French towns well beyond the beaches. The bombers’ tasks were to delay the movement of German operational reserves toward the coast and the fragile Allied beachhead. They were to do this by destroying bridges over the rivers and by turning the centres of these ancient towns into rubble. In the process, they killed and wounded thousands of French civilians.3

Abstract: Standard accounts of the Allied invasion of Normandy on 6 June 1944 usually focus on the combatant’s experience. These narratives describe, in detail, the role of British, Canadian, American, and even German military units. The British glider and airborne landings to the east, the divisional assaults on the five beaches, and the American airborne landings to the west, and the ultimate breakouts near Caen and Saint-Lô define Operation Overlord for most historians and general readers. This article challenges that conventional narrative by introducing the perspective of French citizens who experienced 6 June under the bombs of RAF Bomber Command and the US Eighth Air Force. The bombing of Saint-Lô and Lisieux are just two examples of the massive bombing campaign that remain today part of the French perspective on the Second World War.

Although authors continue writing books about D-Day, the Allied invasion of Normandy, and the campaign in France, most readers probably consider it essentially a complete narrative. The standard account essentially tells the story of the brave Anglo-Americans forces that landed on the Norman coast in June, defeated Rommel’s German defenders, and secured a bridgehead. After hard-fought engagements near the coast, around Cherbourg, and in the bocage, American armor units pierced the Nazi defensive line near Saint-Lô. After eliminating the German troop concentration near Falaise, the American and Commonwealth armies joined in a massive sweep toward Paris and the German border. Meanwhile, overhead, heavy bombers pounded the beaches and then resumed the Combined Bomber Offensive into the heart of the Third Reich, destroying the cities and factories that fuelled the German war effort. Today, bookshelves groan under the weight of histories that generally tell this story from the Anglo-American point of view, with some attempt to include the Germans in the story.4 Most of these studies glorify the performance of this or that unit or the decisions of a particular general showing why he was the key to the Allied success. In the early years of the twenty-first century, Frenchmen and Anglo-Saxons alike portray the advance across France, la voie de la liberté, as a triumphant procession. Certainly, that was the message of Ronald Reagan’s famous speech in the 1980s that set the tone for most American’s understanding of the invasion and its aftermath.5

Yet, this account is not the whole story. In train stations, harbours, and villages across France, there are small memorials and plaques, such as an impressive one in Metz commemorating those railroad workers killed by Allied bombings during the war.6 Although in the first decade of the new century the French civilians seem to have forgotten these events, Eric Alary and other French historians have begun looking at this part of the war in more detail and conclude that American and British bombers
killed approximately 60,000 French civilians, and destroyed or seriously damaged entire cities and towns in the process of “liberating” the French people. More sensational and public oriented is Eddy Florentin’s Quand le Alliés bombardaient la France, 1940-1945 (When the Allies bombarded France), originally published in 1997. While Florentin’s work has some flaws in specific numbers and interpretation, his overall thesis is accurate: Allied bombers pulverized towns and cities, often without warning and catching French civilians generally unprepared for the assault.

One of the few American historians to acknowledge the aerial destruction of these cities was Martin Blumenson, who saw much of this landscape first-hand during the campaign. He opens his chapter on the battle for Saint-Lô with:

By the middle of June 1944 this once “charming and serene little city” had become “no more than a heap of smoking rubble.” On the day the Allies invaded the Continent, 6 June, Allied planes had bomb the power plant and railroad station and then made concentrated and repeated attacks that seemed to the inhabitants to have been motivated by the sole intention of destroying the city. Almost 800 civilians lay dead under the ruins by the morning of 7 June, and Allied bombers returned every day for a week to increase the devastation.

But Saint-Lô was not alone. In addition to attacks along the beach before the invasion and hundreds of attacks by smaller aircraft, Allied civilian and military leaders selected more than a dozen other cities and towns in the three departments of La Manche, L’Orne, and Calvados for destruction. As a result, by the end of 7 June, the day after the actual landings, at least 8,500 French civilians lay dead, many more thousands wounded, and ancient towns and their historic treasures reduced to rubble as a result of the Allied air attack in support of Operation Overlord.

Yet, we find very little written in English on this bombing campaign and few historians, even social historians, have an appreciation for either the magnitude of this assault or its effect on the French civilian population. Most Anglo-American authors have either ignored the problem of Allied bombing or followed the path blazed by Cornelius Ryan in the late 1950s and ignored the fate of those who lived on the ground and the role of heavy bombers in the campaign, other than commenting on the ineffective bombing assault on the beach. The commanders, General Dwight Eisenhower, Field Marshal Bernard Montgomery, and Air Chief Marshal Sir Arthur Tedder, have little to say about this part of the operation, other than the bombing on the beach. Aviation historians almost totally ignore the bombing of France and
concentrate on the Combined Bomber Offensive against Germany and the transportation plan over the major rivers. Even the massive official history of the US Army Air Forces in World War II devotes only one superficial paragraph to this massive bombing effort, which actually lasted until 17 June. Yet through 1944, almost half of all bombs dropped by Allied bombers were on France, not Germany, as bombing enthusiasts are prone to argue.

Not until William I. Hitchcock’s recent *The Bitter Road to Freedom* has this massive bombing assault received any serious scholarly discussion in English. In addition to Hitchcock’s work, other English-speaking scholars are beginning to discuss the underside of this liberation. Publishing almost simultaneously with Hitchcock, Andrew Knapp at the University of Reading and its Centre for Advanced Study of French History has begun to systematically expose this hidden aspect of the campaign in Europe. French historian Olivier Wieviorka’s *Normandy*, recently translated into English, provides a brief overview of the bombing campaign in relation to the landing strategy, but few details to distract readers from the overall theme of his book. These efforts, however, are all still relatively recent, and certainly reflect a “new perspective” on the Second World War.

Caen, the most important city in Normandy and the centre of road and rail traffic, is the focus of most of these recent narratives. The Allied air forces bombed Caen on 6 and 7 June. Attacks, they go far beyond the definition of raids, hit the city at 1330 hours, 1630 hours, and the following morning at 0230 hours. The city’s centre was destroyed and these attacks killed between six and eight hundred citizens and refugees. And, as readers of this journal know, Caen’s agony was not over. For a month British and Canadian forces
sparred with the strong but desperate German forces. On 7 July the heavy bombers again returned to set the stage for Operation Charnwood by bombing the northern suburbs. Two days later, the 3rd Canadian Infantry Division moved into the city, north of the Orne River. Not until 20 July, following Operation Goodwood and yet another attack by heavy bombers, would the remains of this once proud city be free of German forces.  

This article examines the destruction of two other cities on D-Day: Lisieux and Saint-Lô. Lisieux’s war experience is generally unknown to most North Americans, except those British and Canadian soldiers who fought their way through the German defences during the campaign. Saint-Lô, on the other hand, is one of the most famous cities of the campaign, as the site of another massive bombing which opened the hole through which General Omar Bradley’s forces broke into the open in Operation Cobra. Unfortunately, few English-speaking students of the Normandy Campaign can describe what happened to these ancient cities on 6 and 7 June.

Lisieux

Lisieux is a small city on the main route from Paris, 65 kilometres east of Caen. It rests on the east bank of the Touques River, a narrow waterway a little more than 100 kilometres in length, with two bridges for motor vehicles and another railway bridge moving through the town. By 1939 it was best known as the home to Saint Thérèse, a devout young lady who died in 1897, only 24 years old, and canonized by popular demand in 1925. In 1944 one of the helicopter’s early inventors, Paul Cornu, the first to achieve free flight while carrying a passenger in 1907, still lived there.

Its most important historical site was the ancient Cathédrale Saint-Pierre, which its citizens began constructing in 1170 and finished it in the 13th century. On the eve of the German invasion, it had approximately 15,000 inhabitants.

The most direct route for German units moving to Normandy from the north or from Paris was through Lisieux, making it a natural place to interdict reinforcements and supplies. In April the 12th SS Hitler Youth Panzer Division, had moved into the area. Its central location and developed road network allowed the division to consolidate rapidly and move either toward the Norman beaches or more likely, in the view of the German senior commanders, north toward the Pas de Calais region where they expected the main invasion. Only a few hours from the beaches, this unit could cause havoc if it arrived before the Allied forces were ready to receive it. To prevent this movement, Allied army planners identified three choke points in the city, consisting of bridges and stone buildings, on the west side of the Touques River, and directed that they be destroyed to prevent the enemy from using this main route.

Since the beginning of 1944, Lisieux’s citizens had been anticipating the invasion. Few suspected that their city would immediately become part of the drama. Monday, 5 June, was very calm and there were only a few Allied aircraft in the air. The citizens went to bed as usual, only to be awakened in
the middle of the night by an intense, distant, cannonade. Coming from the direction of the coast, it was obvious that the invasion had begun. As dawn arrived, the sky was full of aircraft and sounds of the fighting increased in intensity. The *Lexoviens*, as they are called, poured into the streets looking for details. Rumors, such as false reports that the Allies had already captured both Honfleur and Caen, circulated among the crowd. Few had radios, since the Germans had confiscated them earlier, and there was no way to verify the news.27

Before the sun came up, reconnaissance units from the 12th SS Panzer Division passed through the centre of the city, heading west toward the sounds of the fighting. Unit commanders noted the citizen’s apparent calm, and, in spite of the obvious sounds of war, they appeared to be beginning the day as if it was just like any other. The rumble of battle continued all morning and Allied aircraft seemed to be everywhere above the clouds.28 No one on the ground realized that at 0900 hours 81 B-17 Flying Fortress aircraft were overhead and prepared to drop their bombs on the city. The bombardiers, however, could not locate their targets through the cloud cover and turned back to England.29 As the morning turned into afternoon, the citizens heard less from the beaches, and the firing was not quite as loud and more intermittent. Allied aircraft, primarily fighter-bombers, flew over the town and sometimes machine-gunned the German convoys along Route 13. Watching these events, the citizens now waited with foreboding that the cannonade would surely come their way.30

Allied commanders were not happy that the main east-west highway was still open on the afternoon of 6 June. They knew that the 12th SS Panzer was on the move and that Hitler had ordered SS General Joseph (Sepp) Dietrich, commander of the 1 SS Panzer Corps, to throw the invaders “back into the sea.”31 Determined to stop German units from heading to the front, they directed the bombers to repeat the aborted mission again and to strike Lisieux before sunset. Around 2000 hours, 72 B-24 Liberators crossed the English Channel and flew towards the city. This time, since the leaders expected that the cloud cover would prohibit any precision, they ordered the crews to use “overcast bombing techniques,” a euphemism for area bombing, without regard to either accuracy or civilian casualties. To make accuracy more problematic, increasingly bad weather forced the aircraft to fly higher than anticipated, now up to 23,000 or 24,000 feet. Still, many aircraft were unable to find either this or any target, and headed back to England. However, 25 B-24s fought through the weather and headed for Lisieux intent on dropping their 73 tons of explosives on their assigned objective.32

At 2020 hours, the Liberator squadrons appeared over the city centre and began dropping their munitions, just as the citizens sat...
down for their evening meals and young children went to bed. The streets were empty, as the evening curfew had just taken place, and almost everyone was at home. Young Gerald Hanocque had just climbed into his bed when he heard the sound of the Allied aircraft in the sky. He was not concerned, as he had heard this sound many times before. Suddenly, bombs began falling very close to his house. He ran to his window and saw the nearby hospital engulfed in a huge cloud of smoke. Then a new barrage of bombs hit and windows began blowing out and walls shook violently. Then it was over. The attack shattered all the windows in his home but he was still alive. He helped his father clean up the mess and began patching holes in the walls and covering the missing windows. So far, he had been relatively lucky.

Not so fortunate was six-year-old J.P. Cordier. Writing 40 years after the event, he still remembered his parents discussing the question of leaving their house and escaping the city to avoid the bombardment. However, his mother was pregnant and they decided it was better for them to stay put in the safest part of the house. When they heard the planes turning towards their city, they took shelter, according to their practiced routine, at the bottom of the staircase landing on the ground floor. It was in the centre of the house and seemed to offer the best protection. Suddenly a bomb exploded, destroying the house’s back wall and knocking him out. As he briefly regained consciousness, he called out asking for water, and remembers his mother answering him. Then he again passed into a coma that lasted several hours. His neighbor rescued J. P. and brought him across the street to an undamaged house. Students from the local seminary, looking for survivors, carried him to the local hospital. Delirious, he remembers arguing with the nurses who were cutting his socks off his mangled leg, just before they amputated it. When he awoke again he was in the hospital along with his wounded sister. Both of his parents were dead, he was missing a leg, and his house was burnt to the ground. Nothing was left.

Along with his parents, at least 40 Lexoviens were dead with many more wounded. Madame Andrée Petit, who ran a small cafe on the main road to Caen, in the community of Saint-Désir just west of the city, remembered that after the bombing many people asked her what they should do? Should they stay? Leave? With German troops moving down the highways and fighting possibly nearby, which would be safer, staying or leaving? She had a handicapped sister living with her and two young children, so she decided to remain. So did many civilians that night. With much of the city still standing, most hoped the danger had passed. Rather than leave the city, many returned to their beds. However, the attacks were not over. At 0120 hours the next morning (7 June) 102 Halifax and Lancaster heavy bombers appeared over the damaged, sleeping city. For
20 minutes bombs reigned down on the city, destroying Saint-Désir and hitting other sections of the town. Thirty-eight

Twenty minutes seemed like an eternity to those on the ground. To young Gerald Hanocque, the bombs seemed to fall as a never-ending string of rosary beads. The force of the explosion, like an earthquake, caused the old city structures to shake off their foundations and tumble to the ground. The city burst into flames with most of the destruction around the Église Saint-Désir, where the main road from Paris and the rail line crossed the river. Madame Petit found herself, after the first explosion with her wounded son in her arms. Then, another bomb hit the lower part of the house, killing her sister and wounding her in the head and legs. The explosion destroyed the part of the house that served as the café, trapping her seven-year-old daughter, Ginette, and a young waitress, among the debris. She was able to free the young woman, but Ginette was injured too badly. “Mama, I will die but the war will be finished,” she told her mother. As Andrée tried to comfort her daughter, she expired, becoming as she had wished: an angel.

In the morning, with the bombers gone, the burning buildings seemed eerie against the low-hanging clouds and a light rain. Hanocque remembered there was silence; “a silence of desolation.” It was a vision that Gérard who does not give his age but appears to be in his early teens, was never able to get out of his head. His memories were made worse by the images of death, and destruction all around him. He remembered watching Dr. Prévost, removing the rubble from his home, “brick by brick,” to find the remains of his wife and daughter. And he was saddened that the local hero Paul Cornu died that night, along with his brother’s wife and six children.

But the city’s agony was still not over. At 1400 hours, 74 B-24s from the 2nd Bomb Division returned to the city, determined to keep the Germans from using it as a route to the coast. From 20,000 feet they dropped over 678 tons of explosives, including 120 1,000-pound bombs and 22 2,000 pound bombs. This attack completed Lisieux’s destruction. Fires raged for three days, with no one to put them out. The next day, the weather cleared enough for an accurate photographic reconnaissance mission. The photo shows the fires still burning and, in the words of the analyst who examined the photos, “much destruction in the town.”

These three attacks killed at least 781 Lisieux citizens and a large number of refugees from the coast whose identity will never be known. Of course, many more were wounded and would suffer with the memories of those 48 hours. The bombers damaged the town’s two main
highway bridges, but the Germans quickly replaced one of them. While the demolished buildings slowed some traffic, it had little effect on German movement to the battle area. In fact, the rubble nature of the city, providing natural machine gun emplacements, contributed to the German’s stubborn defence against the British 51st (Highland) Division, which lasted for four days during the so-called pursuit to the Seine.

The Highlanders finally drove the Germans out of the city on 23 August, after fighting that resulted in more civilian casualties. The first stage of Lisieux’s agony came to an end on that summer day. Now, its remaining citizens tried to put the pieces of their lives back together, rebuild their city and reconcile their relationship with the arriving British forces.

Saint-Lô

Since its earliest days, Saint-Lô was an important Norman market town and crossroads. The ancient part of the city, the Enclos, rested atop a rocky perch that dominates the slow-moving Vire River. In addition to the ancient Église Nortre-Dame, begun in the 13th century, the old city was rich in historic and architectural treasures extending back more than 500 years to the beginning of the Middle Ages. By 1944, as a result of the war, the population had dropped from 16,000 citizens in 1936 to 12,800. Unlisted on the official roles were a large number of refugees from the coastal areas and places under more intense German occupation.

Allied planners had identified three targets in the city: Target C1 was the main bridge crossing the river just below the Enclos. Target C2 was a crossroads just south of the escarpment. Target C3 was identified in the written order, but not on the target map, and there was probably some confusion as to the bombers’ exact aiming point. There was no question about the fourth target. On the map was a big “X” in the middle of the old city, simply labelled as a “choke point.” The army wanted the bombers to rubble the ancient city.

Saint-Lô’s citizens went to bed as normal on the evening of 5 June. Although rumours of the impending invasion had been in the air for weeks, they apparently had no special

The ruined city of Saint-Lô photographed following its capture by the US Army at the end of July 1944. The destruction was caused by a combination of Allied bombing throughout June and July and the fighting to capture the city at the end of July.
concerns. Suddenly, around 2330 hours an anti-aircraft gun opened up on a cargo aircraft, probably one that had just carried American airborne forces to their drop zone, and it burst into flames. Now everyone was awake and by early morning, news of the landings had spread throughout the city. The French Resistance knew what was going on, since the Allied high command had broadcast the warning that the invasion was underway, and they began cutting telephone lines. As the word of the landings spread, the citizens had little thought of returning to sleep. By dawn, they were able to hear the fighting that was taking place along the coast, 35 kilometres away. An American aircraft dropped leaflets on the city, urging the citizens to evacuate. Most did not. No one on the ground realized that, shortly before 0900 hours, 78 American bombers from seven B-17 squadrons had approached Saint-Lô intent on destroying it. None of the squadrons were able to locate the city and they turned back toward England without dropping a bomb.

During the day, citizens who realized that they might be caught in intense fighting when the American arrived took precautions, such as hiding their valuables and stocking up on food and water. All day they heard the sounds of the fighting in the distance, and watched as German vehicles moved though the town towards the front lines. A few Allied aircraft attacked the main electric plant around 1000 hours without out any serious result. Fifteen minutes later, the aircraft returned again, knocking out the city’s power. These minor raids probably deceived some citizens as to the nature of the fighting that would come: entertaining and rather painless. Throughout the day, those with a view to the countryside beyond the city, watched as American fighter-bombers from the Ninth Air Force attacked German units moving toward the coast.

One can only imagine what was going through the minds of those in Saint-Lô, who had generally been spared the destruction that much of France and Europe had already experienced. For example, Jean Roger, a 23 year old who was affiliated with the local resistance, found the day exciting. Planes in the sky, agitated Germans, American prisoners, the sense of imminent liberation, kept him and his fellow citizens on edge. For him the day was “full of joy, curiosity, anxiety, waiting, impatience and a gut feeling that perhaps the invasion may have failed.” However, the Allies were still coming and at 1330 hours British Radio broadcast an appeal to evacuate the city, and get at least three kilometres away. Unfortunately for the French, the Germans had confiscated most radios and few heard this appeal, and even fewer understood the consequences for not complying. The first real indication that the war was getting closer was a strike by about 14 Mustang fighters which strafed and bombed railcars and troops near the train station.

By late afternoon, fighting was heavy and the situation at Omaha and Utah beaches was especially tense, as battalion after battalion of

The damage caused by bombing in Saint-Lô was extensive.

Saint-Lô burns following an aerial attack on 7 June 1944. Note the US P-38 Lightning in the top left corner of the photo. This aircraft would have been taking post-raid intelligence photographs.
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German troops moved forward to join the fight. The road through Saint-Lô that should have been destroyed in the early wave of attacks and the last choke point between the southwest and the coastal battle line, was still open. Allied reconnaissance determined that the LXXXIV Corps’ reserve, the 30th Mobile Brigade, and other units were moving through the city. Army planners expected more units to pass through this critical crossroads by morning. They wanted it blocked and directed the Eighth Air Force to give it another try.58

Michelle Chapron was 13 years old at the time. She was from Carentan, but lived in Saint-Lô while she was going to school at the local college. She boarded at the home of Madame Gravey who had four children and rented out rooms to people needing a temporary place to stay. Monsieur Gravey had apparently been arrested earlier in the spring, and was locked up in the local prison. Michelle had returned to her room on 5 June in preparation for classes the next day. Awakened that night by the sounds of the invasion she was, like everyone else, excited and unable to get back to sleep. Her grandmother lived in another part of the city and, once she discovered the school was closed, she raced across town, about eight kilometres, to join her. Arriving after noon, she discovered her grandmother and aunt, not quite sure what was going on and they spent the afternoon trying to get news about the events along the coast. Then the bombs fell and they watched from a safe distance as the inner city burst into flames.59

In another part of the city, Jean Roger and his mother were sitting outside her house. He saw the approaching American bombers and marvelled at how fantastic they looked. Suddenly a sensation came over him that “directly changed his life. They are bombing!” They ran downstairs to find his father, and look for shelter. Along with about 20 other people, the found a cellar and took cover.60 Although the cloud cover

This aerial photograph captures a raid in progress on Saint-Lô during June 1944.
was still thick, 36 out of 72 bombers found Saint-Lô. In the space of just a few moments they dropped over 101 short tons (202,800 pounds) of bombs on the city centre. The attack came as a surprise to most citizens.

Concerned that the Americans had not accomplished the mission, the planners directed the RAF Bomber Command to block the city. At 0200 hours (7 June), it arrived with 110 Lancaster and Halifax bombers, each capable of carrying 14,000 pounds of bombs. With possibly 700 tons of bombs aimed at the Enclos, there was no pretending that this was a precision mission and, guided by the flames from the earlier Eighth Air Force strike, dropped their bomb load in the heart of the old city. Michelle Chopin and her grandmother were outside as the next wave of bombers arrived, and watched as the city was bombed even heavier than the early one. She remembers watching large waves of aircraft passing very low over her house. The bombs themselves made a howling sound as they headed towards the ground, followed by the explosive’s crashing sounds and bright flashes. Terrorized, she hid with her grandmother and aunt in a, hopefully, safe room in the house. One of the neighbours, who had “a véau Verdun,” (a Verdun leg, obviously referring to a wound from the Great War), led them to a place that would be safer. It was for them, "la nuit du grand cauchemar," the night of the grand nightmare.

While the bombings are important to these survivors, even more poignant are their memories of the following morning. Michelle Chapron returned to the Gravey home and found left. Madame Gravey and her four children, ranging in age from two to nine were dead. In addition, Madame Barbier, a professor at the college and her daughter also died, as did another student. Michelle’s race across town the previous afternoon had saved her life. Of course, her memories never went away. Her hand-written testimony, done in a beautiful script, conveys the horror and terror she still felt many years later: “Her soul was profoundly wounded when she was a teenager.” Forty years after the event, Jean Roger was left with one memory of that night: his city was “butchered.”

This impression was confirmed the next day by an American photo-reconnaissance mission that took pictures of what was left of Saint-Lô. The photographs showed that most of buildings in the Enclos were destroyed or severely damaged. The photos show large concentrations of craters in the centre, south, and east of the city centre. The railway station was partially destroyed. However the most important target, the main bridge across the Vire River, had been hit directly only once. What the airborne photographers could not report, or comment on, was the human cost of this attack. It is almost impossible to accurately count the number of deaths within and around Saint-Lô. In addition to its citizens, many refugees from the
countryside and the coast had found shelter with family and friends. Of course, in the confusion of regional combat and the intense burning in the city, many bodies were simply never recovered. Estimates and casualty reports extend from a low of 500 dead to over 3,000. It is reasonable to assume that approximately 1,000 civilians perished that evening, and thousands more were physically and psychologically injured.67

The horror for the survivors of this city was not over. Fighters and bombers from the Ninth Air Force visited the city many times over the next six weeks, and bombed the city centre on at least four more occasions. Finally, after an intense two-week battle that cost over 5,000 American casualties, German troops left Saint-Lô for good on 19 July, the city’s rubble actually facilitating the enemy defences.68 A week later, the US VII Corps lined up along a section of the highway northwest of the ruined city. After some delays and missteps, 1,500 B-17 and B-24 heavy bombers dropped over 3,000 tons of bombs in an imaginary box two miles wide by four miles long, occupied by the German Panzer Lehr Division. Within 48 hours, the breakout from the Normandy was in full force.69

What does it mean?

By 7 June, approximately 2,500 Allied troops lay dead and another 7,500 wounded on the five landing beaches and near the airborne drop zones. Seldom mentioned in the English texts is the fact that approximately 3,000 French civilians also lay dead and thousands more wounded in the three departments near Normandy – La Manche, L’Orne, and Calvados – as a result of the Allied air attacks in support of Operation Overlord.70 By the time the war was over, Allied bombing had killed at least 8,000 Normans and over 60,000 French civilians. Cites and infrastructure across France were in ruin.71 This paper has addressed only two of at least 15 cities attacked that day in the Normandy area of operations. Certainly, civilians on the Eastern Front suffered far more than those in France. Yes, the German civilians, under the bombs in Hamburg, Dresden, Köln and Frankfurt suffered more casualties also. But the French experience represents one of the largest collateral damage events, to use the current terminology, in modern history. When I raise these issues with my students, the classic hero-based Normandy narrative emerges. “Not possible” or “the French are lying.” When confronted by the evidence, a common response is, “That was the price of liberation,” which is the well-named article by William Hitchcock in a recent issue of Military History Quarterly.72 Such flippant remarks, however, miss this story’s important issues.

Why do we know so little? Perhaps it is because most of this event took place beyond the observation range of the ground forces and that it was such a “milk run” for the bomber crews compared to strikes against targets in Germany, that they had little to say about it. Maybe it just got lost within the confusion of the madness that accompanied the landings on 6 June. It certainly is not the kind of story that places American, British, and Canadian leaders and airmen in a positive light. It also may be indicative of modern Anglo-Saxon military historian’s aversion to consulting the sources that exist in languages other than English. However, what is also interesting to this author is the absence of outrage in most of the French literature. Although the French death toll at Normandy was perhaps four times that suffered by New York during Osama Bin Laden’s attack on the World Trade Center, there had been little written outrage until the 1980s.73 Most likely, the French governments and people that emerged from the ashes in 1945 had just too much on their agenda to complain. Rebuilding, reconciliation, the Cold War, the futile attempts to hold empires in Asia and Africa, and the collective confusion over fighting each other made it best to avoid asking too many questions.

But now, more than 60 years later, it is time to correct the historical record. Were these bombings effective and did they materially contribute to the success of the Normandy offensive? How did the surviving citizens of these martyred villages interact with Anglo-Americans in the decades after 1945? Was De Gaulle’s alleged comment that the United States would defend Europe until the last European a not so subtitle reminder of these early events? Were the “Yankee go home!” slogans painted on walls in the early Cold War the work of Communists as alleged? Or was it the work of survivors who truly wanted the Americans out? How did a mature
as Eisenhower argued, because historians should now be asking about the campaign in Normandy. Was destroying these cities required, as Eisenhower argued, because of “military necessity,” or the right answer? Certainly, understanding the air campaign against French towns and cities is, for those in the English-speaking world, a new perspective on the war.
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10. Estimating casualties is a frustrating enterprise. Even Gordon A. Harrison, author of the United State’s Army’s official history of the D-Day landing, could not get an accurate count. See Harrison, p.330, note 90. French historians, Jean Quellien and Bernard Garnier, under the auspices of an interagency working group, estimate the total losses for these three departments at approximately 14,000, with sixty per cent a result of the aerial bombardment. Jean Quellien and Bernard Garnier, Les Victimes Civiles Du Calvados Dans La Bataille De Normandie: 1er Mars 1944-31 Décembre 1945 (Caen: Editions-diffusion du Lys, 1995), p.13. Quellien and Garnier, as pointed out by British Scholar Andrew Knapp in a note to the author, “are probably the most reliable figures, based on extremely careful examination of the records of each locality, which sought to eliminate accidental ‘dead’ being counted’ whereby a single individual might appear as deceased both in the place where (s)he died and in his/her place of residence.”


17. Dodd and Knapp, “‘How Many Frenchmen Did You Kill?’ British Bombing Policy Towards France (1940-1945); Andrew Knapp, “The Destruction and Liberation of Le Havre in Modern Memory,” War in History 14, no.4 (2007). Knapp is also co-director of a project funded by the Arts and humanities Research Council on “Bombing States and Peoples in Western Europe, 1940-1945.”
